PROGRAM STRUCTURE

A minimum of 73 units is required to complete the program.

GLOBAL CORE
• International Issues Colloquium – 1 unit
• International Relations Theory – 3 units

QUANTITATIVE CORE
• Statistics – 5 units
• Econometrics – 5 units
• Advanced Economics – 4-5 units
• International Economics – 5 units

SKILLS CORE
• Ethics – 4-5 units
• Policy and Decision Making – 4 units
• Policy Writing – 5 units
• Skills Elective – 3-5 units

AREA OF CONCENTRATION
• Concentration Gateway Course – 4-5 units
• Concentration Elective Courses – 22+ units

CAPSTONE
• Practicum or Thesis – 8 units

LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT
Prior to graduation, students must demonstrate proficiency in a foreign language by completing three years of university-level course work or by passing oral and written proficiency examinations.

PREREQUISITE COURSES
Prerequisite coursework must be completed in the following subjects prior to matriculation in IPS:
• Macroeconomics
• Microeconomics
• International Finance
• International Trade
• Statistics

CAREERS AFTER GRADUATION
IPS graduates hold positions in US and foreign governments, multilateral organizations, business and technology, think tanks, nonprofits, and academia. Graduates from 2009 through 2015 are employed by such organizations as:
• Center for Strategic and International Studies
• Daebong
• Draper Richards Kaplan Foundation
• Innovations for Poverty Action (IPA)
• International Monetary Fund (IMF)
• Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC)
• RivelHadleyGates LLC
• World Bank (IFC)
• United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
• US Department of State
• US National Security Council
• William and Flora Hewlett Foundation

WE INVITE YOU TO APPLY
Students in the Ford Dorsey Program in International Policy Studies bring a wealth of professional experience, interests, and talents to the classroom. IPS is truly global, with approximately half of our students originating from outside the United States. We especially encourage candidates with two or more years of work experience to apply.

The application for admission to Stanford, as well as the application deadline, can be found at http://gradadmissions.stanford.edu.

All application materials are due in early January. If admitted, candidates will be invited to enroll in Autumn Quarter of the same year.

FINANCIAL AID
Limited financial aid is available. Fellowships will be offered to a select number of incoming students for the first year of study. Nearly two-thirds of our students secure teaching or research assistantships in their second year through scholars at FSI, economics, political science, or other departments at Stanford.

APPLICATION MATERIALS:
• Web-based application
• Official transcripts
• GRE scores
• TOEFL scores (if applicable)
• Statement of Purpose
• Three letters of recommendation
• Academic writing sample
• Resume or curriculum vitae
• Application fee

Ford Dorsey Program in International Policy Studies
Encina Hall West, Second Floor
Stanford, CA 94305-6045
tel: 650.725.9155
fax: 650.723.3010
ips-information@stanford.edu
ips.stanford.edu

AD MINISTRATION
Kathryn Stoner
Director
Sara Tung
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Jonathan Achter
Academic and Student Services Officer
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The chance to tackle complex, real-world policy problems and propose solutions is invaluable for our students as they prepare for their careers. It’s one more way that our program bridges theory and practice. — Kathryn Stoner

Director, Ford Dorsey Program in International Policy Studies
Senior Fellow, Freeman Spogli Institute for International Studies

The Ford Dorsey Program in International Policy Studies (IPS) trains leaders who will influence policy in international trade and finance, security, energy and environment, global health, and political and economic development.

At IPS’ core are Stanford’s exceptional faculty and an interdisciplinary approach through which students develop a broad range and depth of knowledge. Students work closely with scholars from Stanford’s global research centers, in particular the Freeman Spogli Institute for International Studies (FSI).

IPS classes include students of the caliber and diversity that range and depth of knowledge. Students work closely with practitioners, lecture series across campus, and opportunities for real world experience.

In addition to Stanford faculty, IPS offers access to Stanford alumni, other international policy practitioners, lecture series across campus, and opportunities for real world experience.

The Ford Dorsey Program in International Policy Studies is a two-year, full-time program of study leading to a master’s degree. Students gain a strong foundation in core global and policy analysis skills in the first year of study. In the second year, students focus on an area of concentration and a practicum or thesis.

In 2016, students will travel to India. Destinations include China, Turkey, Brazil, Indonesia, Rwanda, Argentina, and Myanmar.

IPS provides funding to each student to support summer internship and study trip participation.

Each Autumn Quarter, two students from each institution will have the opportunity to participate in an academic exchange between the Ford Dorsey Program in International Policy Studies and the Diplomatic Academy of Vienna’s hallmark program, the Master of Advanced International Studies (MAIS).

The Ford Dorsey Program in International Policy Studies is an integrated program that bridges theory and practice.

STANFORD–VIENNA ACADEMIC EXCHANGE

Each Autumn Quarter, two students from each institution will have the opportunity to participate in an academic exchange between the Ford Dorsey Program in International Policy Studies and the Diplomatic Academy of Vienna’s hallmark program, the Master of Advanced International Studies (MAIS).

AREAS OF CONCENTRATION

IPS students choose from among five areas of concentration, each of which is guided by a major international policy research center at Stanford. This collaboration provides unparalleled exposure to current research on important policy issues.

- Democracy, Development, and Rule of Law
- Energy, Environment, and Natural Resources
- Global Health
- International Political Economy
- International Security and Cooperation
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JOINT AND DUAL DEGREE PROGRAMS

The Ford Dorsey Program in International Policy Studies offers the opportunity to earn joint degrees with the Stanford Law School (JD/MA in IPS) and the Public Policy Program (MPP/MA in IPS), as well as a dual degree with the Stanford Graduate School of Business (MBA/MA in IPS).

OPPORTUNITIES FOR REAL WORLD EXPERIENCE

INTERNATIONAL STUDY TRIPS

Each year students travel internationally during spring break and meet with high-level policymakers on the IPS Study Trip. Past trip destinations include China, Turkey, Brazil, Indonesia, Rwanda, Argentina, and Myanmar.

Summer Internships

IPS students engage in 10-week summer internships in their areas of concentration with multilateral organizations, government agencies, NGOs, research institutes, or private sector firms.

Practicum

Students work in teams to analyze and present recommendations on policy issues to client organizations such as the OECD, UNHCR, the US State Department, the World Bank, and private sector firms. Students have traveled to Argentina, China, Ethiopia, Indonesia, Kenya, Mexico, Myanmar, and South Korea for their projects. Practicum teams have testified before the California State Senate and have been featured on CNN, The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, and other international media.

Internship and Study Trip Stipends

IPS provides funding to each student to support summer internship and study trip participation.

STUDENT INITIATIVES

IPS Student Association – The IPS Student Association leads student initiatives such as speaker series, brown bag lunches, and social events.

Stanford International Policy Review – Students write and publish articles on substantive policy issues in their own journal.

DEMOGRAPHICS

Incoming Class Size: 22
International Students: 50%
Average Age: 26
Nationalities: 8

Career Mentoring

Because of its intimate class size, IPS can offer personalized attention and resources to each student.

Advising – One-to-one advising on career interests and job search strategy leads to referrals, internships, and jobs.

Stanford Alumni – Stanford alumni provide career and internship opportunities, advice, and networks to IPS students.

FSI Scholars – IPS students learn from and contribute to the research efforts of scholars at the Freeman Spogli Institute for International Studies. FSI scholars can in turn serve as mentors to IPS students.

Master of Arts in International Policy Studies (MAIS)

The Ford Dorsey Program in International Policy Studies (IPS) trains leaders who will influence policy in international trade and finance, security, energy and environment, global health, and political and economic development.

At IPS’ core are Stanford’s exceptional faculty and an interdisciplinary approach through which students develop a broad range and depth of knowledge. Students work closely with scholars from Stanford’s global research centers, in particular the Freeman Spogli Institute for International Studies (FSI).

IPS classes include students of the caliber and diversity that are drawn to Stanford, while the program’s small size fosters an intimate and dynamic learning experience. Students graduate with a more sophisticated understanding of the world and go on to careers in all aspects of international policy.
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The chance to tackle complex, real-world policy problems and propose solutions is invaluable for our students as they prepare for their careers. It’s one more way that our program bridges theory and practice. — Kathryn Stoner

About the Program

The Ford Dorsey Program in International Policy Studies (IPS) trains leaders who will influence policy in international trade and finance, security, energy and environment, global health, and political and economic development.

At IPS’ core are Stanford’s exceptional faculty and an interdisciplinary approach through which students develop a broad range and depth of knowledge. Students work closely with scholars from Stanford’s global research centers, in particular the Freeman Spogli Institute for International Studies (FSI).

IPS classes include students of the caliber and diversity that are drawn to Stanford, while the program’s small size fosters an intimate and dynamic learning experience. Students graduate with a more sophisticated understanding of the world and go on to careers in all aspects of international policy.

Areas of Concentration

IPS students choose from among five areas of concentration, each of which is guided by a major international policy research center at Stanford. This collaboration provides unparalleled exposure to current research on important policy issues.

- Democracy, Development, and Rule of Law
- Energy, Environment, and Natural Resources
- Global Health
- International Political Economy
- International Security and Cooperation

Stanford–Vienna Academic Exchange

Each Autumn Quarter, two students from each institution will have the opportunity to participate in an academic exchange between the Ford Dorsey Program in International Policy Studies and the Diplomatic Academy of Vienna’s hallmark program, the Master of Advanced International Studies (MAIS).

Joint and Dual Degree Programs

The Ford Dorsey Program in International Policy Studies offers the opportunity to earn joint degrees with the Stanford Law School (JD/MA in IPS) and the Public Policy Program (MPP/MA in IPS), as well as a dual degree with the Stanford Graduate School of Business (MBA/MA in IPS).

opportunities for real world experience

International Study Trips

Each year students travel internationally during spring break and meet with high-level policymakers on the IPS Study Trip. Past trip destinations include China, Turkey, Brazil, Indonesia, Rwanda, Argentina, and Myanmar. In 2016, students will travel to India.

Summer Internships

IPS students engage in 10-week summer internships in their areas of concentration with multilateral organizations, government agencies, NGOs, research institutes, or private sector firms.

Practicum

Students work in teams to analyze and present recommendations on policy issues to client organizations such as the OECD, UNHCR, the US State Department, the World Bank, and private sector firms. Students have traveled to Argentina, China, Ethiopia, Indonesia, Kenya, Mexico, Myanmar, and South Korea for their projects.

Practicum teams have testified before the California State Senate and have been featured on CNN, The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, and other international media.

Internship and Study Trip Stipends

IPS provides funding to each student to support summer internship and study trip participation.

Demographics

Incoming Class Size: 22
International Students: 50%
Average Age: 26
Nationalities: 8

Career Mentoring

Because of its intimate class size, IPS can offer personalized attention and resources to each student.

Advising – One-to-one advising on career interests and job search strategy leads to referrals, internships, and jobs.

Stanford Alumni – Stanford alumni provide career and internship opportunities, advice, and networks to IPS students.

FSI Scholars – IPS students learn from and contribute to the research efforts of scholars at the Freeman Spogli Institute for International Studies. FSI scholars can in turn serve as mentors to IPS students.

Student Initiatives

IPSSA – The IPS Student Association leads student initiatives such as speaker series, brown bag lunches, and social events.

Stanford International Policy Review – Students write and publish articles on substantive policy issues in their own journal.

The Ford Dorsey Program in International Policy Studies (IPS) is a two-year, full-time program of study leading to a master’s degree. Students gain a strong foundation in core global and policy analysis skills in the first year of study. In the second year, students focus on an area of concentration and a practicum or thesis.

In addition to Stanford faculty, IPS offers access to Stanford alumni, other international policy practitioners, lecture series across campus, and opportunities for real world experience.
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The chance to tackle complex, real-world policy problems and propose solutions is invaluable for our students as they prepare for their careers. It’s one more way that our program bridges theory and practice.

— Kathryn Stoner
Director, Ford Dorsey Program in International Policy Studies
Senior Fellow, Freeman Spogli Institute for International Studies

MASTER OF ARTS IN INTERNATIONAL POLICY STUDIES

The Ford Dorsey Program in International Policy Studies is a two-year, full-time program of study leading to a master's degree. Students gain a strong foundation in core global and policy analysis skills in the first year of study. In the second year, students focus on an area of concentration and a practicum or thesis.

In addition to Stanford faculty, IPS offers access to Stanford alumni, other international policy practitioners, lecture series across campus, and opportunities for real world experience.

AREAS OF CONCENTRATION

IPS students choose from among five areas of concentration, each of which is guided by a major international policy research center at Stanford. This collaboration provides unparalleled exposure to current research on important policy issues.

- Democracy, Development, and Rule of Law
- Energy, Environment, and Natural Resources
- Global Health
- International Political Economy
- International Security and Cooperation

STANFORD–VIENNA ACADEMIC EXCHANGE

Each Autumn Quarter, two students from each institution will have the opportunity to participate in an academic exchange between the Ford Dorsey Program in International Policy Studies and the Diplomatic Academy of Vienna’s hallmark program, the Master of Advanced International Studies (MAIS).

STIPENDS

IPS provides funding to each student to support summer internship and study trip participation.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR REAL WORLD EXPERIENCE
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